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Students Meet To Discuss
Dining Hall Conditions
Late Monday Evening

By Roddy McCoy

An emergency student assembly was held in the Student Union late Monday evening.

The assembly was a result of concerns students felt the need to take a direct line of action in the "existing neglect" of cafeteria policy.

Ron E. Eldridge opened the meeting, stating, "There is a need for us to get together to decipher the problems of the cafeteria management and to find a direct course of action in alleviating the problems."

Scores of problems were voiced by the crowd of students whose growth in numbers dictated relocation to the union lobby.

Before the move, however, SGA president, Tony Tyson confronted the students with "facts".

The facts included the statement that $400,000 worth of food was wasted in six days. The amount exceeded funds spent on bread and meat alone.

There was an outburst when Tyson stated that meals were planned according to the number of students not expected to attend meals.

Downstairs, Tyson and Eldridge continued to answer questions and recognize participants who noted the lack of preparation on behalf of the administration concerning room and board.

The assembly ended with a "next step" solution of committee organization to be done by the SGA in the form of a delegation to the administration.

University Policy Forbids
Redemption Of Stickers

By Margaret Brown

"Students cannot turn in meal stickers because it is university policy that students living on campus must take meals in the dining hall," said Dr. Jesse Marshall, vice chancellor of student affairs. "I do not have the authority to change it."

The policy states that boarding students must eat in the cafeteria unless they meet the criteria set up to determine which students may redeem their meal stickers.

Dr. Marshall said only those students who have class conflicts or whose employment makes it necessary for them to miss two meals per day may redeem their stickers. Also those students who have a medical excuse with diet restrictions may be excused from eating in the dining hall.

Many students went to the meeting in the Student Union late Monday evening.

The facts included the statement that $400,000 worth of drinks were used in six days. The amount exceeded funds spent on bread and meat alone.

There was an outburst when Tyson stated that meals were planned according to the number of students not expected to attend meals.

Downstairs, Tyson and Eldridge continued to answer questions and recognize participants who noted the lack of preparation on behalf of the administration concerning room and board.

The assembly ended with a "next step" solution of committee organization to be done by the SGA in the form of a delegation to the administration.

King Proposes Additional Spaces

By Anthony Motley

In an interview with Matthew L. King, vice chancellor for fiscal affairs, future plans for additional parking areas and the use of traffic funds were discussed.

King stated that A&T has a special account established in which monies collected from the sale of parking stickers and collected from tickets are placed. This revenue is used to defray the cost of administering and enforcing traffic regulations; to develop, maintain, and supervise parking areas.

The land that housed old Vanstory Hall has been proposed as a site for a new parking lot.

However, the university is investigating the possibility of other sites... which would be more feasible. King stated that a contractor was hired to study sites for development of future parking areas.

One of the problems concerning the immediate development of a new lot is whether or not the university should construct a parking area with two or three levels or whether or not the university should construct a parking area on top of the outside of the campus area.

Some of the funds were used to hire three new security guards and a traffic secretary. King explained that this is the first time funds from the special account have been used to hire personnel.

King explained that A&T receives money from the state in a capital improvement fund, which is for overall improvements of the campus. In closing, King stated that no final action can be taken on the use of the land across from Hodgin Hall until a decision has been made on the future of old East Market Street. He added that some other improvements will continue and other plans will be developed to assist students, faculty, and staff with the parking problems.

Crowd Protests Food
And Cafeteria Hours

By Daryl E. Smith

A prepared statement was read by Tony Tyson, president of the Student Government Association.

Tyson said, "In order to meet the the requested demands of the unrested and non-violent students of North Carolina A&T State University, and to continue to promote the general welfare and general interest of the students, whereas the students are our first concern and common interest of the student body, the previous issues must have some type of results within 48 hours."

Dr. Marshall then asked the delegation to discuss the list of grievances with the SGA (See Alleviation, Page 2)
News People Conduct Workshop

Seventeen people connected with various aspects of the news media participated in a workshop sponsored by The A&T Register Saturday.

Students participating in the workshop had the opportunity to hear about the real world of journalism from people who work in it everyday.

Janice Smith and Cassandra Wynn, both graduates of A&T, along with Flontina Miller, John Mintor and Mae Israel, conducted a session on newswriting. They represented The Charlotte News, The Greensboro Daily News-Record and The Carolina Peacemaker. The session proved to be very useful to the staff members of The Register. They learned professional techniques from professionals working in the field.

Alleviation Of Problems Will Cause Increase

(Continued From Page 1)

administrators present.

The primary grievances outlined by the student delegation were hours open for the students to eat meals, the ticket system now being utilized in the cafeteria, the need for a fire evacuation plan, and the distribution of food being served in the cafeteria.

The group discussed various suggestions about what actions could be placed in operation to remedy the problems expressed by the student delegation.

Questions were asked from both groups about why conditions existed and each grievance listed was discussed thoroughly, with each delegation agreeing on the need for concrete actions to solve the problems.

Tony Tyson said that the students were getting angry about the towing situation, and that something needed to be done about this problem.

Matthew King, vice chancellor for fiscal affairs, said, “In considering the grievances presented by the student delegation, it definitely will dictate a board increase. There is no way that the grievances could be met under the present level.”

Students Need Excuses To Redeem Meal Stickers

(Continued From Page 1)

redeem their meal stickers because they do not like the food. Dr. Marshall said this is not a valid excuse. If students were allowed to redeem their stickers without a valid excuse, then the office of the vice-chancellor of student affairs would be liable for the money refunded to the students, he said.

Because of the large number of students the dining hall has to serve every day, it is impossible to season food to individual tastes, Dr. Marshall explained.

Dr. Marshall pointed out that students only pay $2.02 for three meals a day. “This is very reasonable,” he said.

**********

NOTICE

A Typing Workshop for all typists of The A&T Register will be held Wednesday, Sept. 22 at 3:00 p.m. in the newspaper office. All typists and aspiring typists, please attend.

**********

BECAUSE OF A MISPRINT IN FRIDAY'S EDITION OF THE PAPER CONCERNING CAREER ACTIVITIES DAY, THE CORRECT DATE IS WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1976

**********

WRANGLER helps you warm up to the semester with jeans and a jacket of Cone indigo denim. A casual favorite, this all-cotton denim has enough comfort and style to keep you looking good in school and out. Jeans 77-42; pile-lined jacket 34-46 regular, 46-50 long. Ask for Wrangler jeans and jackets at your favorite campus store.
A&T Hosts Annual Career Day

Several thousand area college and high school students are expected to participate in A&T's career program today and Wednesday.

Sponsored by the university's office of career counseling and placement, the conference will feature displays, counseling and placement, and the current job information presented by more than 70 representatives of private industries.

"In spite of a lagging economy the past two years," said W. I. Morris, director of the conference, "there are employment opportunities for those who understand the market as well as the interview and application systems. This is the kind of information which will be available here.

The company representatives will arrive for a special session Tuesday evening at 7 p.m. at the Cosmos I Restaurant.

The careers counseling session, featuring the representatives and area college administrators, will be held in the Moore Gymnasium Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Keynote speaker for the conference will be Ronald J. James, administrator of the Wage and Hour division of the U. S. Department of Labor in Washington. He will address the company representatives Tuesday night at the Cosmos I Restaurant.

The best place to profile for the women is the window. photo by Lawson

Jeter Announces New Courses

By Patricia A. Owens

Phil Jeter is the new director of the television studio located in Crosby Hall. Jeter has been in that position since mid-March.

Jeter feels that there is a need for more students in the television program. "There is a lot of equipment here but there aren't enough students available to make an efficient class production," he said. "There is also a need for more courses dealing with mass communications."

In spite of a lagging economy the past two years," said W. I. Morris, director of the conference, "there are employment opportunities for those who understand the market as well as the interview and application systems. This is the kind of information which will be available here.

The company representatives will arrive for a special session Tuesday evening at 7 p.m. at the Cosmos I Restaurant.

The careers counseling session, featuring the representatives and area college administrators, will be held in the Moore Gymnasium Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Keynote speaker for the conference will be Ronald J. James, administrator of the Wage and Hour division of the U. S. Department of Labor in Washington. He will address the company representatives Tuesday night at the Cosmos I Restaurant.

The best place to profile for the women is the window. photo by Lawson

Jeter stated that there are nine new courses that are being offered next spring. Some of those courses are being offered this semester.

The new courses include Theory and Law of Mass Communication, Radio Production and Television Production. Most of the new courses will be offered to senior and graduate students. Jeter is looking into the possibility of making the courses available to juniors also.

Jeter seemed quite optimistic about whether a mass communications department will be added to the School of Arts and Sciences next year. However, due to the addition of the nine new courses, there seems to be a brighter future ahead for the mass communications program at A&T.

Do Something Today

PROTEST

Sales Rep—male or female student—reliable. We seek a permanent representative on campus. Sell the world's finest hand-knitted ski cap-watch cap. Hand-knitted in official school colors, or any other choice of colors. Twenty-three different designs. One hundred-eighteen colors and yarns. Fifteen percent commission. Sorry, only one rep per campus. Sell fraternities, sororities, alumni association, local stores, athletic groups, etc. Write to: Samark and to Katmandu, Inc. 9023 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90035.

Soprano Mattiwilda Dobbs To Open Lyceum Series

Soprano Mattiwilda Dobbs, will appear in concert for the first time at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, March 1977, in a performance that has been described as "one of the greatest performances ever heard on the stage of the University's auditorium." Dobbs, who has appeared in concerts and recitals throughout the United States and Europe, will make her debut at the Lyceum Series with a performance of "L'Amour," accompanied by pianist William E. Heath.

Dobbs will be joined by the University Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Dr. John W. Dobbs, who is currently the conductor of the New York City Opera. The performance will feature works by Beethoven, Mozart, and Schubert.

Dobbs, who has been praised for her "vocal beauty," will also perform "The Soprano Solo" from "The Magic Flute," by Mozart, and "Voi che sapete" from "Il Barbiere di Siviglia," by Rossini.

The performance will be followed by a reception in the lobby of the auditorium, where Dobbs will sign autographs and meet her fans. The concert is free to the public.
We Will Fight ! ! !

Last year when the new administration of The A&T Register was sworn in, we made a pledge to expand coverage of all campus events and to serve the A&T community to the best of our ability. So far we have done just that.

It has not been easy to live up to this pledge, but proudly we must say that we are doing it and will continue to do so if the administration lives up to its promise to serve the students of this university to the best of its ability.

This editorial is not to be considered as a pat on the back, but I feel that, if the students of this organization can donate the major portion of their free time to informing the university family, then the administration should see it in their hearts to grant us the needed funds to run this organization.

After hours of hard work itemizing a working budget to the nearest cent, it has been rumored that the effort spent in making the budget was all in vain. Considering the time the administration had to review the budget that was presented, it shows just how concerned it is about the students of this institution. This office submitted its operating budget for the 1976-77 school year to the Dudley Building in April of this year, yet as of press time no official notice has been received by this organization. However we do know that, without sufficient funds, the students of this university may be without a campus newspaper sooner than they think.

We have more than good reason to believe that the budget asked for was not approved. This news has been a shocking blow to the staff members and advisor of this organization, who have worked hard to make this newspaper the best Black collegiate newspaper in the state of North Carolina. This is not bragging on our part, but a fact.

If the administration thinks that we will accept anything less than is possible for this organization to survive, it is in for a big surprise.

Our egos have been hurt by this supposed action. We may be down, but we are not out. And as one writer once said, “You may have won the battle, but you haven’t won the war.” We will fight to see that the students of this university receive a quality publication.

Wishy-Washy Support For Band

By Lynelle Stevenson

Last night a portion of the members of the Blue and Gold Marching Machine attended an emergency meeting in regard to the over-the-air statement made on WEAL by the “Cooking” Ty Miller.

The statement went somewhat like this: South Carolina State’s Band really showed the Marching Machine up. Miller said he heard that the band had the day off and that he thought they really needed to be practicing. I know these aren’t the exact words, but this is what he meant in essence.

It seems to this reporter that the wishy-washy people who support the band when they’re good and boo them when they’re not up to the expectations of the people need to step back and take a good look at themselves.

The same people who gripe about the band wouldn’t lift a finger to help them. So now the Machine is going to try to help itself.

Although the anger of the band was set off by Miller, one gripe led to another and many more emerged. Because of the seriousness of the gripe, it was agreed upon by those present to hold up until the whole band could get together. Tuesday, at five o’clock there is to be a full band meeting so that some kind of decision can be made as to what to do. All band members are urged to be there.

Remember, band members, if you don’t participate, it will still affect you! So come out and support the Blue and Gold Marching Machine.

Gala Affair Becomes Tragic

By Daryl E. Smith

This past Saturday War Memorial Stadium was alive with students, faculty and Aggie supporters.

The gala affair became a tragedy in the sense of one lone individual’s becoming victim of gross negligence because someone failed to exercise the care that a prudent person would have taken.

The condition of the War Memorial Stadium as a facility for A&T’s sporting events needs the attention of the student body, faculty, staff members of the university and the Black community of Greensboro.

The money that is generated by the supporters of this university and the money that the student body spends more than adequately support the rationale of tearing the old stadium down, with its antiquated facilities, and building a new stadium, one that is comparable to the times and the magnitude of our university.

The wood that the reserve section is composed of is old, dry-rotted, and has withstood countless numbers of fans.

The coating of new paint does not eradicate the problem.

What will it take before someone in the position of authority finally decides to face the issues and the pressing needs of the university and the Greensboro community?

Must a near tragic accident become the generator for mass action?

How would the people in the Dudley building or the physical plant feel if a whole section collapsed and a lot of people got injured, instead of one lone Aggie supporter (booster) from Durham?

The probability that such an incident will occur might come true if corrective measures are not instituted before the next home game.

I’m quite sure that this accident has left a tremendous impression on the people in charge of the stadium and the university officials.
Student Actions Cause Tougher Security Policy

By Rody McCoy
Norwood McMillan, director of campus security and for athletic events, issued a statement in response to the concerns of spectators who attended last Saturday night's football game.

The concern of spectators is a direct result of long lines that were created due to a thorough examination of student identification cards, activity stickers, and tickets at the general admission gate.

It seems there is an increase in reports of stolen or lost student I.D.'s and activity stickers just before game time.

Besides actual loss and theft of I.D.'s and stickers, McMillan cited several other reasons for measures that were adopted for the game. He said students give activity stickers away and buy others at the regular student rate creating huge losses to the athletic program. Also pilferage at the gates fraud attempts of non-students using student tickets, add to the problem.

McMillan stated, "Students and non-students will have to bear with the new school policy until things are straightened out."

Meanwhile, students who legitimately lose or have lost the items needed to attend games will suffer because of pilferers and defrauders.

The measures to be used in straightening things out include arrest and prosecution of those persons guilty of the afore-stated actions.

Students who are found in error will face possible suspension. "These actions of certain students aid in the increase of fees to all students and serve to defeat the gain of the university as a whole," McMillan said.

Saturday night was a test to see if the policy could be run smoothly and efficiently.

Certain modifications will be implemented in upcoming games. There will be no entrance to the games unless a ticket or I.D. is presented. These will be checked carefully. There will be two gates for student entrance, and more efficient security system based on data compiled from Saturday night.

McMillan concluded his statement by saying "The school policy must be enforced; these security measures will be enacted to get the job done."

This was scene of Saturday accident.

Stadium Bleachers Cause Injury

By Daryl E. Smith
Shelton Wiggins, an Aggie booster from Durham, suffered a muscle sprain as a result of a fifteen-foot fall in War Memorial Stadium, Saturday night.

Wiggins was given emergency treatment beneath the grandstands and was rushed to Cone Hospital, where he was treated further and x-rayed for possible unnoticed injuries.

The Durham native was seated on the 50-yard line, in the reserve section A, row 13, when the seating (bleacher) broke from under him.

According to Lieutenant Shelton, staff duty officer for the Greensboro Police, "The incident occurred at 8:45 p.m. with Wiggins sustaining lower back injuries and possible torn ligaments," sustained from the fall.

When questioned by this reporter as to who is responsible for the maintenance of the bleachers, the city or A&T, Gerard Gray, director of Clyde Dehuguley Service Center said, "I'm going to refer you to Matthew King, vice chancellor for fiscal affairs."

COME AND JOIN THE BEST BLACK COLLEGE NEWSPAPER IN THE STATE AND NATION!!!
Center Features McCoy Exhibit

The African Heritage Center at A&T has announced an exhibit of early hand-made farm implements by early Blacks in North Carolina. The James Fred McCoy, curator of the exhibit, is an 89-year old retired farmer who lives in Whiteville. The materials were found on farms in that area. The exhibit will include works by Black women, such as bronze pieces from Benin, Nigeria, African jewelry, Ethiopian baskets, early American heirlooms of women slaves and contemporary Black art.

The exhibit will also include a luncheon and an address by Mrs. Edward Sany, wife of the Nigerian ambassador to the U.S. Ms. Reed said that recent acquisitions to the Center have increased the collection to more than 900 pieces. She said last year, more than 10,000 people visited the Center.

Campus Haps

There will be a sophomore class meeting Thursday, September 23, at 8 p.m. in Room 100 of the Student Union. All class members are urged to attend.

Agricultural Education Association will conduct its Annual Inauguration Ceremony for the 1976-77 officers in Carver Hall Auditorium on September 23, at 7:30 p.m. Dr. Myrtle Smith, Professor of Textiles and Clothing, Home Economics Department, will deliver the keynote address. Everyone is cordially invited to attend this affair.

Home Economics Education majors are invited as special guests of the association.

The Yearbook Staff is soliciting the help of interested students who would like to contribute their ideals to the designing of the 1976-1977 AYANTEE YEARBOOK COVER.

Please prepare your design, written or sketched, and bring it to Room 210 in the Student Union by Sept. 29, 1976.

Student whose ideas are used will be given proper recognition in the annual.

Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society invites all persons interested in joining, to meet Wed., Sept. 22, 1976, at 8:30 p.m. in Room 109 Hodgin Hall.

The Senior Class is sponsoring a jam at the Cosmos I Wednesday, Sept. 22, from 9:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m. Admission is $1.00. Come out and jam with The Class of 1977.

Lonely Inmate Seeks A Friend

Editor of The Register:
My name is Charles Foster. I am presently an inmate at the London Correctional Institution in London, Ohio. I am writing this letter as a desperate appeal for correspondence and friendship. I'm hoping you will be kind enough to publish my ad in your paper. Your publishing ability has been recognized here in London as outstanding.

Can you find the hidden book classics?

| ANIMAL FARM        | LORD JIM         |
| ARROWSmith         | LORD OF THE FLIES |
| Rabbit             | Moby Dick        |
| Bleet House         | Oliver Twist     |
| Brave New World    | Our Town         |
| Candide            | Silas Marner     |
| Doctor Faustus      | The Illiad       |
| Emma               | The Odyssey      |
| Ethan Frome        | Walden           |
| Hard Times         | War and Peace    |
| Ivanhoe            |                  |

Answers

To Last
Aggies Rally To Beat Bulldogs

The contest turned out to be what everyone thought it would be. There were 22,000 plus fans jammed into Greensboro's War Memorial Stadium. The high stepping bands provided the pagentry, and, above all, both South Carolina State and North Carolina A&T came to play football.

In the end, the very end, since the winning score was decided with only six seconds remaining, the Aggies came out on top with a come-from-behind 15-14 victory.

"It's a sweet victory, but we'll begin preparing for our next game against Florida A&M immediately," said A&T head coach Hornsby Howell. "We still have a long way to go, but I must admit we cleared a big hurdle."

Ellsworth Turner, last season's ALL-MEAC quarterback, showed his maturity when things looked out of reach for the Aggies. South Carolina held a commanding 14-0 lead with less than three minutes on the clock when the junior from Gaithersburg, Md. opened up the Aggie attack.

Turner was pinpoint on his passes with his favorite target being ALL-America candidate Dexter Feaster. Turner engineered the Aggies to the one-yard line and from there, he plunged over for the score.

After a pass interference penalty on the try for the two-point conversion, reserve fullback Larry Bartham plunged over from the one making the score 14-8.

The ensuing kickoff, the Aggies tried the onside kick and recovered on the fifty-yard line. Again Turner and Feaster went to work.

Turner's pinpoint passes took the Aggies to the one-yard line and from there, he plunged over for the winning score.

Turner calmly put on his kicking shoe and booted the extra point as the Aggies came out on top with one of the team's greatest victories in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference.

The Aggies' next opponent will be the Rattlers of Florida A&M, who last week soundly defeated Albany State 35-22. The kickoff for the A&T-Florida game is slated for 7 p.m. in Bragg Stadium in Tallahassee, Florida.

A&T is now 2-0 overall and 1-0 in the conference.

Howard Wins Over MES 42-6

Howard, rebounding from a 1-0 last week to a non-conference foe, blasted Maryland-Eastern Shore 42-6 as quarterback Mike Banks tossed 3 touchdowns for the Bison.

A&T, ranked fourth, overcame a 14-point deficit with over three minutes remaining in the game to win 15-14 over third-ranked S.C. State. It was A&T's first win over State since 1972.

North Carolina Central entertained Winston-Salem in Durham and destroyed the Rams 31-7. The Eagles maintained their potent offense with over 300 yards gained in rushing.

Delaware State fell behind early, played catch-up against a stubborn defense, and lost a convincing 16-0 decision to Clarion.

Elsewhere, Virginia Union used the running of fullback Judge Thomas to upset previously unbeaten favorite Johnson C. Smith 14-13 in Richmond, Va.

Quarterback Russ Seaton tossed four touchdowns strikes in Hampton's 33-6 rout of Shaw.

Meanwhile, Virginia State and Norfolk State battled to a 28-7 win for the Spartans in a big test of strength for both teams.

Virginia State used Elizabeth City as a punching bag by thumping the Vikings 40-20, in Elizabeth City.

Bethune-Cookman made the journey from Daytona Beach, Fla., to toy with Livingstone, 38-6.

Florida A&M upheld its right to be called the strongest teams in the SIAC by outscoring Albany State 35-22.

Crambling, unmanned this season, will have to wait until the third game on its schedule to claim a win as it dropped a heartbreaking 31-30 decision.

The Tigers have given up 55 points in just two games thus far.

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

By Craig R. Turner

If you missed last Saturday's football game between A&T and South Carolina State, give yourself a good kick in the shins. If you left before the end of the contest, you should hide in the dorm until the next home game.

But, if you hung around until the end of the game, then you probably witnessed the greatest comeback ever staged by an A&T football team. The A&T-South Carolina game was every thing it was billed during the week before the showdown.

It was called the "Super Bowl of the Carolinas" which indeed it was. The game followed the pattern of past encounters between the two schools. It was a tough defensive struggle that would get decided until the final minutes.

Trailing 14-0 with only three minutes remaining in the contest, A&T appeared to be in certain danger of defeat.

But then emerged Ellsworth Turner. He darted around State defenders to throw strike after strike until finally the Aggies had tied the score with :15 seconds remaining. The junior quarterback was magnificent.

And, like the dashing hero from the movies, Turner booted the winning point to put the Bulldogs back on the bus for the long ride back to Orangeburg.

Turner connected on 22 of 36 passes for 220 yards. Dexter Feaster, the split-end that haunted the Bulldogs throughout the night, grabbed 108 yards on just eight receptions. It was quite a night for the duo.

But attention has to be focused elsewhere and celebrations will have to be cut short. On the long road down another MEAC championship, lies a major obstacle, although it is not in the conference.

Florida A&M has always given the Aggies a fit no matter what the records of the two clubs were. FAMU has long been the team that could "handle" the Aggies without a great deal of trouble. The Rattlers have four home games this season and nothing makes their season except defeating A&T and winning homecoming. The picture is clear.

Should A&T win this coming Saturday in Tallahassee, I don't think too many other teams will seriously challenge A&T, let alone defeat them. If not, then maybe some of the things the South Carolina fans said after the game were true.
3 things that every college student should know:

1. You can SAVE $5 on this slide-rule calculator

SALE 14.99
Regular 19.99

- An 8-digit slide rule calculator can make the difference in the speed and accuracy with which you solve complex problems. Work square roots, squares, reciprocals instantly. 4-key memory lets you work 2 problems at once. Has percent key, floating decimal and large green digital display. With case. Runs on batteries (included). Optional adapter available.

2. You can SAVE $10 on our Electric 1 typewriter

SALE 99.99
Regular 139.99

- Term papers, lab reports, essays—it’s hard to reduce your typing load, but you can make your job easier with Sears Electric 1 portable. Has wide 12 inch carriage with pre-set tab positions for fast column work. With 3 different repeat keys, standard pica type. Typewriter cover included.

3. You can SAVE $4 on Sears carry-pack shelving

SALE 9.99
Regular 13.99

- Don’t limit yourself to dorm room furniture. Expand your storage space with Sears 4-shelf steel shelving unit. Walnut-color unit will accommodate stereo equipment, records, books. Has adjustable shelves, decorative end panels. Comes unassembled.

Sale prices in effect through October 2, 1976

Ask about Sears Credit Plans

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. Available in larger Sears Retail Stores and Catalog